We consider an exchange economy in which price rigidities are present. An always converging price and quantity mtjus~ent process for such an economy is presen~ ~at i8 b~ed on a di~te algorithmic pr~u~ rather than on more traditional ~justment processes, which ~ b~od on difference or differential ~uati~s. In tr~ shot~ run, all noaonumeraire t~mmodities h+tve a flexible price level with respect to the numemire commodity but their relative price~ me mutually fixed. In the king run, pricem ~r¢ ms~umcd |o !~ complexly flexible, ~ t~dju~tmel~t Wt~e~ ~t~ with ~ trlv~! ~qutiibflum w!~h low enou~ price level and complete ~m~d mtio~in$ on ~II m~e~. Along ~ ~th follo~ by the ~justmem process, initi+lily ~11 relative price+ of ~ nononUmcmire comm~tti¢~ are kep[ fl~tod and t~ price I~vel i~; incte~d, l~ationing ~heme~ ~ ~lju,~ to k~p m~ket~ in equilibrium, In doing so, the pr~ess reaches ~ shasta, run equilibrium with only demand rationing and no rationing on the numemire and at least one of the o|her commodities. In uhe long run, the process allows for a downward price adjustment of unrafionod non-numeraire commodities and eventually reaches a Walrasian equilibrium.
Introduction
Let us ~sider an economy where ~ has to take place against a non-Walrao s'taa ~ sys~m. Demand is not equal to supply in the markets for some A Dr~ze equilibrium can ~ be obtained by demand and supply rationing on ~ commodity markets; ~ Dn~ze (1975) . However. owing to den*and and supply rationing, prices have a tendency to change. A well-known ~ee adjustment process is ~ classical Walrasian tatonaement process. ~is WOCess ~sts ~ prices of ~ c~modities at any point in time ~cording to their n~onal excess demand at that point in lime.
Walrasian tatonnement process has a number of ~awbacks+ First+ the adjast~nt of ~ prices acco~Jiag to this process does not gu~|¢¢ ~vergeace to a Walr~an equilibrium ~ system. In Scarf (1960) esamples of ~onomics have been given f~ which ~ Wairasian tatonnement process faih to converge to equilibrium price vector. It has been ~own in Sa~i (1985) that any pro~..ss based on a finile amount of local in_fomlation fails to converge for a sub~tial class of economics, ~is I~k of convergc~ce hem been ~vcd in Smale (1976 . ~ Kamiya (1990) , where ~vera! ~ ~jastmcnt processes with much ~tter convergence Wopcvties have ~n pre+ ~nted+ seco~J draw~k of the Walrasi~ tat~neng~nt p~+ess as well as of the ~er ~s~ ~t~ in ~ ~viou~ p~agra~ is tha~ de~d ~ supply ~e not in equilibrium ~ long M the ~+mm has ~ ~:h~v~ a W~im~ equilibrium price +ys~cm, So, |r~ must ~ esclu~ until ~ ~uilib~om is re~h~_I+ M~° ~jumtrr~at ~e++ i. ~ ~omy ~ ~d mq 0~e e+ ~ctive ~mm~ ~ggi~J with a ~ ~ililyflum i~+~ of the m~" k~ml (~m~ u~d io tl~ ~j~m|.mc~l is c~s~d wh~ ~iows ~ pa~ of D~+¢ equiIib~ia ~.I wF~ePe pttee~ ad~s+cd ~ in ~ Wmlr~ t~mm pm~, wi~ aot~ e~s ~m~ Pepl~ by ¢~cfi~ excess dem~o ~ V~ (1975) (~ also ~ ~:|.ion ia |~, I98l) a proof of ~ conve~ge.ce ~ ~his pPocess is given ia a ~I wi~ thyme com~it~s ~,d two ~utr~ in ~ c~ where the l~+J e~ss dem~¢I h~tio~ ~sf~s a 8~m gtb~l~bility cc~li~'t. In ge~t~|+ however. mch a ~ss ~s ~ ~~|y ¢oove~e to a Wa!~an +~+Ioilibfi+m +m my~mm and even ~ic bebavio~ amy be e~ (s~ D~y ~ Pi++iani. 1991)+ ~ possibility of chege~c+ behaver has b~a ~f~ in ~m (1993) h~
I~IIL
In this p~r a ~ +h'~ q~tily Pd~+gt:+mt ~ss is Ir~n~ wh/~h ~+ thug ~ the ec~y ~s a ~¢ equilibrium ~ in V~q~ (1975) , ~f~e+ trade is ~ibk ~ each g~int m fi~, FuPI~~+ ~¢~s adjusted according to the market situation at this Dr~ze equilibrium ar~l not according to the notional excess demand, i.e. the adjusra-ncnt of prices is based on the relevant market signal. Moreover, the adjustment process does not suffer from lack of convergence, but instead converges to a Walrasian equilibrium in the long run. An ~ficial function, called the reduced total excess demand function, will be constructed in such a way that the path of zero points of this function yields the ~th of points followed by the desired adjustment process. The adjustment process will be based on discrete algorithmic procedures, as initiated by Scarf (1973) , called simplicial algorithms, rather than more traditional adjustment processes, which are based on difference or differential equations. A modification of a simplicial algorithm introduced in van der Laan (1982) will be presented and will applied to the ~uced total excess demand function, The path of points generated by this simplicial algorithm yields an approximation of the desi~d adjustment process. The inaccuracy of the approximation can be made arbiuafily small,
The economic interpretation of the adjustment process of this pa~r is inspired by recent experiences in Eastern European countries and the former Soviet Republic, For ge~ral equilibriumotype models of the situation in these countries we refer to Polterovich (1993) . In these models markets are cleared by means of demand rationing. Thus far this type of equilibrium has not been used in an adjustment process to obtain a Walrasian equilibrium. We assume that one of ge comm~ities is the numeraire having a fixed price equal to one. The other commodities, called real commodities, in the short term have a flexible price level with respect to this nu~ne~aire commodity, but h~ve n~utu~lly fixed relative prices. When Ihe price level is so low that no consumer wants to ~ll any ~unou~t of the ~t commodities, a trivhd equilibrium is obtained by complete demand rationing ~n all ihe nononumeraire ~ ommoditie~, We in|reduce ~u~ adjustment pr,~:e~ thai ~l~i~ with such ~1 |t!vi~! equilibriun~ ~n~d ~ubsequently z~d~iu~|s prices ~d r~tioning ~hen~s in such a way thai at ~y moment during the ~justment proces~ it holds Sat the markets ~ kept in equilibrium by r~tioni~g the ~lemand for the nonnumeraire commodities, while there is no rationing on the supply side of the markets. At the ~ginning of the process only the price level of the real commodities and the rationing schemes are adjusted simultaneously until at least one of the non~numeraire commodities is no longer rationed in its demand. This part of the process can be seen as the shortoterm adjustment of the ration;'-~ ~beme given the fixed relative prices of the nononumeraire commodities. St~ing from the trivial equilibrium with complete demand rationing, the rationing on ~mand is reduced unul an equilibrium is found in which the rationing on the ~mand c~umot ~ reduced any further without allowing for more pri~e fi~ibility or supply rationing. From this shorHe~ equilibrium a~ given fixed re!ative pf, ce~, the prices of the unrationed non.numeraire commodities are allowed to decrease relatively with respect to the price level of the real commodities, The pr~z,~ss gerefore continues by simultaneously changing the price level, the prices of ehe unrationed commodities at levels below their relative maxima, and the demand constraints of the rationed commodities, in order to keep all markets in equilibrium. It will be shown that this long-term process continues until none of the commodities is rationed and a Walrasian equilibrium has been obtained. This paper is organized as follows. ~n Sect~ 2 we introduce the model and define ~ eo¢~ ~ a real denmrd-constrairm'd equilibrium with a given price level. In such an equilibrium the numeraire commodity is not rationed, there may be ~ rationing on ~ other markets, and the price kvel equals a given value. We show the existence of a ~viai equilibrium with comp|ete dem~d rati~ing on the ma~rkets of all noa-numeraire commodities for price |evels low enough. In Sea|on 3 we construct ~ reduced total excess demand function by relati~ to any elemem of '~ (n + I)-dimeasioaal ~t the total exce~ dem~ at some price vector and ~m¢ rationing ~me and we di~uss the ~haviour of this function. In ~tion 4 we disoass and iilustra|e the ~ustment process. Starting from the trivial equilibrium, this process follows a path of real demand=constrained equili~+ ria until a Walra~ian equilibrium is found. In Section 5 we prove by means of simpticial ~pptoximali=on that the~e indeed exists a path of prices and rationing scl~mes yielding approximate real demaml+ccmstrmned ~uilibna and show that • is path ~neets a trivial real demand+cons~i~ equilibrium with complete ~m~d rationing on the markets of all non+nu~raice commodities with an a~proximate Walr~i~ ~uilibrium. where~s ~ in,easy of the approximation can be m~ ~itratily small To relme Sis path to the set of e~t real dema|tdoconstmi~ ~uilibria+ in $~ti~ 6 the lat~er ~t i~ considered, It is shown [hat th~ e~i~s a c(m~ct~J ~t of' real ~m~d~:~str~r~d equilibria ~|aining ~h ~ mviai real dem~t~d+¢~mtrai~ed ~uilihfium ~nd a Wm!t~mi+m ~u !ibnum. j ~ i+ .... n + 1, Fo¢ ea~ of notation+ in what follo++~ we denote ~ +~| of imiiee~ {I.,+++ k} by I~, g~h commit i ~ I m is ch~erimed by ~ ctm~m~i~ ~t X +, a pmfe~ ~+dering ++ + tm X ++ ~ a v~k~ of initial ewJow~n|~ w +, We |~+ke of ~ ~~itie~.
~y commodity ++ + |, as ~ ~m~l~t~ire eommodi|y+ h~vi~ a ~iee ~ual ~o 1, In thi~ p~r ~ ~ ~hal !~ eamomy ~ i~ initially f~e+l wi~ completely fl~ed ~htive lm~ for the ~-mm~mi~ ~r ~l ¢om~b for a given price level o~ > 0 the set of admissible prices is given by the set P(a) defir~d by
The following assumptions with respect to the economy ~' are made: AI. For every consumer i ~ !,, the consumption set X ~ belongs to ~.+ ~. is closed and convex, and X ~ + R+ ÷ ~cX ~.
A2.
For every consumer i ~ i~, the preference preordering :~ ' on X ~ is complete, continuous, strongly monotonic, and strongly convex.
A3.
For every consumer i ¢ I,,, the vector of initial endowments w ~ belongs (o the interior of X ~.
Notice that the assumption of strong convexity in A2 allows us to work with demand functions instead of demand correspondences.
In ge~ral the short-temt fixed relative prices will not be equal to the relative prices in any Walrasian equilibrium of the economy ~, being a price vector # • ¢~ --~+n*' + ~ and consumption vectors x" ~ ~ X ~. ~'i ~ i,~, such that both ~"o ~x * ~'. ~e ~ and x" ~ is a best element for ~ ~ in the budget ~t {x e ~ X ~ I p" T x ~ :g p. T ~t,~} for every i ~ I,,. Hence, there may not exist an (~" > 0 such that the V " p"
price color ~ l~(¢~') supports a Walrasian ~lnilibrium. To equilibrate the ~m~d and the supply under price restrictions, we may int~iuce an equilibrium concept involving vectors of quantity constraints on the net detoured. Given a price vet|or # ¢~ ~"' ~ and a r~tioning ,theme on demand L ~ I~, ~l~Ined budget ~.et of consnmer ~ ~ I~ is given by
The eo,xes~dir~g constrained demand d~( p, L) of consun~r i is defined ag a ~st element for ~ in B~(p, L). Becau~ of the strong convexity and strong monotonieity assumptions this element is unique and lies on the budget hy~r. plane, i.e. pXd~(p, L)~pTw~° A real demandoconstrained equilibrium with respect to a g;.ven price level ¢g > 0 is defined as follows.
Defln#ion 2J : A real demandoconstrained equilibrium. For a given a > O. a real demandwonstrained equilibrium with price level ot (RDE~,) for the economy ns a price system p ~"~' demand L'~ R~ ' ~. and, for every consumer i~ l,,, a congumption bundle x" ~ e X J such that (i) for all i ~ t,., x'' ~ d~( p'. L" ); -wj for all i ~ Ira;
A nat demand-constrained equilibrium with a price level a coincides with the definition of a constrained equilibrium given m Dr~ze (1975) for the set P(a) of admissible prices for a given price level a. The rationing scheme on demand is assumed to be uniform, i.e. the ~ for each consumer. This assumption can easily be relaxed. Condition (i) quires that ~ consumption of each confiner equals his constrained demand, while condition (ii) is the market-clearing condition. Condition (iii) requires that the ~ce vector p" lies in the set P(a), i.e. for every commodity j ¢ I,, the price is relatively equal to or smaller than the price level a. wher¢~ ihe price of ~ mneraire commodity equals one. Co~itioa (iv) reflec~ ~ natural property that dem~ rationing on the market of a commodity will only oc~r if its price is m~imal. Condition (v) implies that there is no rationing on the musket of the numeraire commodity.
A real demand-constrai~ equilibrium without rationing yields a Walrasian equili~ium. For a given price level ~o there will in~ exist such an equilibrium for a large ennui. However. it will be shown that for small enough a there exists a uniquely determined trivial RDE~, at which all ~al commodities are completely rati~ ~d that for ~ chosen large enough any RDE~ yields a WMrasian ¢quili~um. in this paper it is shown by means of a simplicial ~imation that a Walrasian ~uili~um can b¢ reached by generating a path of RDE~'~. t~e, at any point on ~ path all maAe~ ~ in equilibrium and hence tr~ is posslble, in ~ following way. ~ path ~s with a irivial RDE~ for ~ eho~n small en~gh~ in |he sho¢lt I¢¢~1, by i~gea$ing ~ and adjusting simul|an¢~ ously !|ie ¢atic-ang ~het~g a p~ of ~'s is general~ whe~ all real totalities ~ dem~d~rationed and prices ~ relatively fixed, i.e. in e~h ~uillbfium all ~ p¢t¢~ ¢~sttaints in cotgti|ion (iii) of Definition 2,! ate binding, In the long iem~ ~ price co~strain~ will beco~ nonobiwJing ~ a path of RDI~ a's h ~rated where ~ pri~ of a teal totality ~mes lower than tbe maximum price as soon as there h no lo~r ~mand rationing oct the market for this ~~ity.
To L~ep all ~ in ~lib~ium, along ~ path ~e price level, pri~s, ~ ~tioning sche~s ate ~justed simultaneously. O~e Ihe price of a coct~di|y without ~rn~ ra|ioning again reacbes its maximum pri~, this commodity ~nes ~mandorati~ again ~ ~ price is ke~ equal to its maxiraum. As ~ as no commodity is rationed, a Walrasian equilibrium h~ ~ reached, It will be shown tha~ ~is will ie~ ~ ~ c~s¢ eventually. We define th vector-w by ~' ~ E~/~ w ~, Since at an RDE~ ~ i~ ~ ~ing in ~ ~e~ f~ ~ n~t~r¢ commodity, i~ is useful consk~t ~ty ~ rau~i~ scben~s L satisfying L~, ~ ~ %. ~ and 0 ~ L, g %, V/~ t.o The set of ~s~ ¢ali~i~g schemes is ~ted by ~, {t.e t L.+, = w...,}.
To show the existence of an RDE~, for any a > 0 the following lemma gives a result about the values of the demand if the price of ~ome commodity is relatively low. The lemma states that for every consumer i ~ I,,, it holds that if the price ratio pjp~ for any two commodities j, k ~ l,,+t is sufficiently small, then his constrained demand for commodity j exceeds the total initial endowments of this commodity if the demand constraint for it is equal to these total initial endowments. We define the set £¢' by . Proof. In Herings (1992) it is shown that for every a>0 there exists (p" L" x "~ x'')e~+~x~'×H X ~ such that the first four condi-
tions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied and, moreover, there exists j ~ I. + ~ such that 
For a ~ (0. a ]. Theorem 2.3 shows the existe~ of a trivial RDE~ in |he sense that the price ratio between the numemi~ and any other commodity becomes hi~ that nobody ~upplies a ~o.u~raire com~ity and therefore an equilibrium is sust~d by complete demand rationing in ~ m~kets for the nonnumcraire commodi[ie$.
TO {~r!~ IJ~ l~iee aad qu~lity ~jusi~ai ~¢~em~, we r~|a|e a price and a ¢ati~iu8 e~tor to aay elemea{ of th~ {a + 1)+di~m+i+mal ~| C ~+ + 8iv+a by |~e ~l_ C +* ~ t~ i!um~raled+! ia Fig, i {~r # + Z Observe that ~e t~+unda~ qs +~" I d~ ~¢ ~lon8 to the ~t.
6,.+ ++ ,, In Section 5 a cons|ructive proof is given for the exislence of a path of approximate ~ of ~ in C "+ 1 corresponding to approximate RDE,/s. This path con~ q = Q. corresponding m ~ trivial RDE,, for a = a, with an approximate zero poim q* of ~ on the boundary ~"+ I of C "+ ! inducing an approxiro~e W~kssian
In Secti~ 6 we show ~ existence of a ~ted set of RDE,,'s connecting ~ trivial R_DE~ ~ a Wakasian equi!ib~um by ~ider-~ limit of a sequence ~ pa~s of approximate RDE,/s. ~ price and quantity adjustment process foikm, s ~ path of zero points of ~. S~ng fi'om ~vial RDE~ ~ the point q = O. it pcoeceds with increasing the price level by h~r¢~ng the v~able q.÷ ,. Since. initially, all consumers ~ ~! demanders of $1 ~al commodities, the only way to maintain equilibrium is to ration nit ~mands ~p~ely. i,e. q,..,., q, axe initially ke~ ~ual to ~to, At ~ point ~n~ con~mcr will si~ to ~pply some comn~ity k ~ t,. 11~en it is ~sib~ to w¢~ ~mmd tmioning in ~ mafl~et for conm~odity k. Le. to i~rease q~. C~tin~ing the adjustmem of Lhe price ~vel. there will also be ~pply by so~ confiners ia c~er markets, making it possible to ~rease ee ~nt of demand rati~fing in these m~Ls ~. Continuing ~is adju~nt of the price level by a@~gi,g q..~ ~ kce~ng ~ ~ of all c~hies in equilibrium by ~mg %. Vj ~ I,. it witl be shown Sat ~ ~ point a shorHcm~ equilibrium i~ eeg~hed ~ which there is ~ kruger dema~J r~oning in the market for at least real comn~i~y. ~ay commodity fl ~ 1.. Fcom this point in ti~ it is ~lIowed $~ ~ price ~ com~3i~y fl ~ ~lafive |o ~ ~ice level and is adjusted in ~¢h ~ w~y ~ai the m~el of ~is ¢omm~ihy ig kep! in ~uilibrium. Nest.. at ~ni in ~ it wili ei~ h~n ~t there is no dcm~ rationing in IM m~ket f~r ~nolhcf c~nmodity, ~y ¢,mmoJity j~ l.~ Or' in o~e¢ in kCCp iM Proof By the iemma in Dr~ze (1975, p. 3(~t) it follows that, for every i ~ I,~. B'
is continuous on R~.x{I}×~, using that P,+l = 1 and there is no supply rationing in the market for the numeraire commodity. Using the continuity and the strong convexity of preferences, and the maximum theorem, it follows that, for eve~ i ~ i,,,d ~ is continues on R ~ × { l } × ~. By the conlinuity of L~re functions /$ and ~ in q it follows that ~ is continuous on C "+ ~. The strong monotonicity of the preferences yields that ~q)+ ~(q) = 0,Vq E C n+ s I:IQ.E.D.
When q ~ O, e~h consumer wants to sell the numeraire commodity in exchange for any of the other commodities. However, as long as % ~ 0 for all j G 1,,, none of the nononumeraire cemmodifies can be bought. So, the consumers must keep their initial endow~nts of the numeraire commodity and we have an equilibrium. When qA > 0 for just one commodity k ~/,,, there is no longer comple~ ~mand ~lioning and the consumers want to buy good k against the numeraire° We ~en have that ~,,+ t(q)<0 and ~k(q)> 0 and therefore the economy is out of ~uilibrium. In the following lemma this reasoning is generalized to the case that qj > 0 for at least o~ j ~ I,.
[ We now need to consider the behaviour of ~ near the boundary of C ~ ~. where q~ ~ 2 for some j ~ 1, or where q,, + ~ ~ I. i.e. when the numeraire commodity is relatively very cheap. To do so, we define the positive nurn~r ~ by 1997 # 53-77 Ihi~ path all markets ate in equilibrium, the path can neither reach values of q:~ above I o~o 5 not the boundary of C ~ where q~ ~ 2. Moreover, if q~ ~come,~ equal m ~m, the path is continued along the bound~y of C :~ by ~dju~ting qa ~ld q:~ ~d comp~te ~m~ ralioning in the m~ket for commodity 2. 'I'he~tbre, by continuing the pr~ess in the ~gion where q~ > 1, the path has to re~h either a point on ~e boundary of C ~ where q2 ~ 1, or qi must again hecome equal to one, The former case is similar to point W and is discus~d below. The later ca~ is illuseated in Fig. 2 where the pa$ reaches point C. At this point a ~cond RDE~tv~ with qe ~ 1 is reached. From this point on, the path again induces RDEa{e)'s with rationing on both commodities. By continuing the process the path must ~aln ~h a point q with q~ ~ 1 for either j ~ 1 or j ~ 2~ This hapI~ns at point D. where q~ ~ !. From ~his point on, the path induces RDEa(q~'s with no rationing in the market for commodity 2. Similarly to the reasoning given above, the path must re~h either a point where q~ ~ 1 or a point where q~ ~ I, In the former c~ the path continues ~s in point C The latter ca~e is illuswated in the figure by point W, where the process re~hes a Walr~ian equilibrium. Notice that Song the path the value of q~ initially inc~a~s. However, in general [' is not gu~an~d that this value incre~y~es monotonically. Along some p~ of the path it p~ Fill 3. ~ piii~ti(m of t!~ p~c ~ in di~iluili~ilm regimes; n ~ 2.
i,s p~sib~ ~t the v~ of ~ v~ab~ q~ that determi~s ~ price level will t~c~a~ ~l ~ the price ~vel or(q) will decrease in ~r to keep ~ |oral ¢~ces~ ~m~ equal to zero.
Using the ~finil:~ of ~q) ~ c~ translale ~ piciui~ of . corresponding to poh~t B in Fig. 2 , the h<~undary t~twcen regions I and l! is reached, at which the market regime fo~ commodity 1 switches from demand raritaaing into supply rationing. At this point the p~th in Fig. 2 continues with values of q! above I and hence with ~Ice p~ ~low |he masimum ~co~ing to the price level while the m~kees are kept in ~utlibrium wit+hoot rationing in the market for commodity I. In Fig. 4 this i~ illustta~d by the fact that the Imth leaves the ray Ihr~gh O in the up+yard direction, inducing a price ratio Pl/P2 < Vt/F2 by following the curve between ~gions i and !1. At point C', corresponding to point C in Fig. 2 , this curve again ~ts the ray of fixed relative prices. Observe that going along this curve from B' to C ~ absolu~ value of P2 is first increasing and then decreasing, showing that the price level and hence q3 does not increase monotonically. Continuing at poinl C the path in Fig. 2 again induces ~ equilibrium with fixed ~lative prices and ~mand rationing in both markets, and hence the correspoMing path in Fig. 4 continues along the ray through O going fu~.her upwards in region 1. At this p~ of the ~th the price level increases again. At point D'. con+esponding to point D in Fig. 2 , the borer between regions I ~d Ill is re,bed+ Now the path continue~ along the curve ~tween ~e~ regions, keeping the m~ketg in equilibrium by allowing !he price of commodity 2 to v~y ~:~low the allowed maximum value (q2 > 1) and imposi~ a ~max~d constraint in the market for commodity l (qt < 1), until at poim W', cotrespcmding to p~nt W in Fig. 2 , the Walrasian equilibrium value of the prices is reached.
Appre~ ~ dema~-cen~.r~|ned equilibria
In this section attention is focused ~ approximate real demand~trained ~uflibria. By using fimplicial tech~aes we give a In this section the set C~* i = {q ~ C,,+ ~ ! q,,+ ~ ~: I -/~J will be triangulated. where B is as deC'met in Eq. (6) of Section 3. It is also useful to define the set ~+ i ~= {q E C~ + i ! min~a l.qj = 1}. An example of a triangulation of C~ + l with arbitrarily small mesh size is obtained by using the K-triangulation described in Freudenthal (1942) . Tbe K-triangulation of C~ +l is obtained as follows. For k~i,,, let ¢~ denote the vector in R "+. with e~= 1 and e~= 0, for all jEl,,+~\{k}, and let e "+1 denote the vector in R "+I -'' .~+t wml %+t=l--~ and e~ +l =0, for all jEI n. Let rEN be given. Then the K-triangulation of C~ +l with grid size r -t is the collection of all simplices o~q,a, ) with vertices q~,...,q"+~ in C~ +i such that q~ is a multiple of r ~1 if jEl,,,q~+l is a multiple of (I -8)r" t, ~r~ ('n" I, .... ~r.+ ~) is a permutation of the elements of 1,4 I, and for every h ~ 1,4 i, qh÷ i ~ qh + r-le~'~. The me~ size of the K-~-angulation of C~ 41 with grid size r-I is r -I, Let the labelling function ~b: C~ 41-~ I,,+a be defined by ~(q) max[arg min{~(q)j j~ !,+~}], i.e. the last component for which the total exee~ demand at q is minimal. Let some triangulation ~ of C~ +~ be given. Now a procedure is used which starts at q ~ _0 and generates a sequence of simplices of varying dimension being faoes of simplices in 3 r. For a simplex o'(q~,..., qt+ ~) in this ~uence it holds for every )~ 1.4, that q~ ~ 0 for every q ~ (r or j~ ~{q~, .... q'+ ~}). In the first ca.~ ~j(q) < 0 for every q ~ cr by Lemma 3.t and Lemma 3.2, and in the second case ~(q~)~ 0 for a vertex q~ of o" with ~(q~) ~ j by the definition of the labelling function ~ and the fact that ~ ~ti~fies Walras' law. It will be shown below ~at them properties guar~t~ that for a ~im q in such a simplex ~(q) i~ approximately ~ro. Two sub.quest si|nplices in the ~4ucn~ either sh~ a common f~et. or one simple~ i~ a facet of the other° Such ~implice~ ~ said to be adj~ent. The pr~edure umd is clo~ly related to ~e one given in van tier ~ (1982) and is demribed below, [:or J c l.+ ~, we dcfim t~ where I J I &notes the number of elements of the set J. It can be shown that ~(J) is a triangulation of A(J). We denote by C~+ ~ the part of the boundary of C~ + ~ where some component of q is maximal, so
The ~t C~+ ~\¢2~ ~' ~ correslxmd~ ~o the ~i~d a~a in Fig. 1 . In the de~riptio~ of the procedure given below, ~ will ~nole a simplex and q~ a vertex generated by the pr~edure. J~ is a sub~t of labels of 1.~ ~ generated by the procedure a~d induces a set A(J ~) and a triangulation 5r(J ~) in which the procedure generates simplices. Given a set Sc~ t, co(S) denotes the convex hull of the set S The procedure operates as follows.
P~e
S~O. ~ t=0, qt =0, a ~ = ~r(q*), Jt St~ 1.
Step :2.
S~ 3.
Step 4. A J-complete simplex 'r in ,4(J) and a .l-complete simplex ~ in ,4(]) are said to be adjacent complete simplices if either J = J and r and ~ are both facets of a same simplex or in .9"(J), or if r is a facet of ~ and ~-is a simplex in a(d), or if ~r is a facet of r and ~r is a simplex in A(,I). It is easily verified that if two simplices orl~.~(J) and o "~÷t ¢~,9"(,/) are subsequently generat~ by p~dure, then r~ ~ or'~ n orJ*~ is a (J U J)-complete simplex in a(J rid). Let or t, or ~,... be the sequence of simplices generated by the procedure and consist the sequence r t, ~'~,... given by ~'~* or~nor i*|, for j~ 1. ~e sub~uent simpliees in the latter sequence are adjacent complete simplices. It will be shown that by generating a finite number of simplices in U .~ c t,. ,~(J) the procedure terminates in Step 2 with a simplex having, for some J c I,,+ t, a J-complete facet in ~+ t. To prove this, we first give the ~xt lemma. 
. d%'(q))
~atisfi¢~ all prot~rli¢~ of an (;:.R,DE~{q), excepl possibly the ~'equireenenl that ~maad rationing on comm~ities with a price below the maximum pine or demand rattling on the numcraire c~)mmodity is nonobindin8. However, r¢.c~ll lhat we defined L~(q)~ ~5 if q~ C"* R and q~ 1, and £.+ ~(q)oo **~,~ ~. for eve~ q~C
. So, ff ~<nnn~ t nun~ z w;, then for every consumer < w~, and an t:-RDE,ttq ) is obtained. Let us define ~= min~ut min~ t,. %~.
Since q,~ i implies that Lj(q) = %. we now have that for every ~ < ~. li ~ 2(q)ll < a and q ~ ~,~+ t implies (#(q), L(q), ,~t(q 
is an e-WE; a~d (iii) (#(~(t)). l, (,r(t) far the ¢xi~ of a ¢~tinu~s p~wi~ |i,~ p~h of ~RDE~,'s ha~ ~n shown for eve~ e > 0, M~vcr, this path h~ been c'o~¢g~d by applying tech~ue of simpl~i~ ~¢~ima|ion. |n this fh~1 ,~tion ~ c~ ~ ~ 0 wi|l consi~d, We ~tt~ Ot~ U~¢ ~it~, di~n|J~bi|i~y ~ilb~s a WE. To substantiate this conjecture, notice that the first n components of the function ~ map an (n + l)-din~nsional set into an n-dimensional set. thereby leaving one degree of freedom. Clearly. a zero point of the first n components of the function ~ yields a zero point of ~ by Walras' law. In this ~tion we take another approach. We do not make any differentiability assumptions, instead we only make assum~ons A I-A3. The result, being that the set of points q'E C~ + t satisfying ~(q" ) = 0 contains a com~nt con~ning both the point q =. 0 and a point in C~ + t. holds for every economy ~tisfying the previously mentioned assumptions. The proof of the result follows the approach of Herings (1993) . Given an economy ~ .~ ({X d, :~ ~..~.~" ~). we define the set Q as Q~{q" ¢C£ +' i ~(q') ~Oi.
A topological space is connected if it is not the union of two non~mpty, disjoint, closed sets, A subset of a topological space is connected if it becomes connected when given the induced topology. The component of a point in a topological space equals the union of all co~cl~ subsets of the topological space containing point, It is not difficult to show that the component of a ~int is fl~e largest connoted sub~t of the topological space confining the point. The col~tion of com~nts of a set partitions the set. 
